10/26/62 White House

1. Political problems that might jeopardize U.S. position
   b. Preparations appear to be strong - tipping hand on blockade escalation

2. Military problems
   a. Continuation of low-level reconnaissance activity, possibly to public enemy
   b. Blockade endangering U.S. trade fuel-source of action
   c. Evidence of continued missile buildup
   d. Aircraft interception
   e. Blockade situation
   1) Vlokhofandschap appears
   2) Harelbeke most ordered and being inspected
   3) Groening - center interceptors 10/27 2200
   4) Belford - carrying leaks - exceedingly delayed
   5) Karl Marx and Lenin - tenber
   6) 2 cents in blockade area
   7) Military missile preparations - ship preparations

3. Arms aid for Cuba

4. CTA disregards